In these romances, couples trust in their Christian faith to guide the course of their love.

Melody Carlson  
The Happy Camper  
When Dillion Michaels returns home after a breakup, her grandfather gifts her a vintage camp trailer that needs restoration. Intrigued by the work, and the charming hardware store owner, she’s hopeful for a fresh chance at love—until a surprise visit from her ex-boyfriend turns everything upside down.

Jody Hedlund  
A Reluctant Bride  
In 1862, Mercy escapes a bleak future in London and joins a bride ship. Wealthy and titled, Joseph becomes the ship’s surgeon to avoid the pain of losing his family. He has no intention of settling down, but when Mercy becomes his assistant, they must fight against a forbidden love.

Irene Hannon  
Starfish Pier  
First-grade teacher Holly Miller enjoys a quiet, low-profile life in Hope Harbor—but all of that changes when she must advocate for a cause dear to her heart and finds herself on the opposite side of the issue from a take-charge ex-Delta Force operator turned fisherman who complicates her mission—and threatens to steal her heart.

Colleen Coble  
One Little Lie  
When her recently retired sheriff father is framed for theft and murder, interim sheriff Jane Hardy reluctantly teams up with a documentary journalist to determine if the cult her father and she escaped years earlier may be responsible.

Charles Martin  
Send Down the Rain  
When Allie loses her second husband to a car accident, traumatized Vietnam War veteran Joseph reemerges from her past in time for them both to find comfort with one another, but a secret from the distant past might stand in the way.

Melissa Ferguson  
The Cul-de-Sac War  
Melissa Ferguson’s new novel proves that good fences make good neighbors—and sometimes love and hate share a backyard.

Jen Turano  
To Steal a Heart  
Gabriella Goodhue had put her past as a thief behind her, until a woman in her boardinghouse is unjustly accused and she is caught gathering evidence by Nicholas Quinn, a fellow street urchin against whom she holds a grudge. Nicholas refuses to lose her twice and insists they join forces—but their feelings are tested when danger follows their every step.

Betsy St. Amant  
The Key To Love  
The only thing Bri Duval loves more than baking is romance, so she creates a lovelock wall right outside her Parisian-style bakery in the middle of Kansas. When a love-scorned travel writer arrives in town, things start to heat up—in and out of the kitchen.
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